GEN II
INBOARD SERIES
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ENGINEERED TO PERFECTION
The perfect inboard trailer is a combination of style, function and practicality. Protecting your hull is critical and understanding
that 'function' is just as important as 'form' has been our philosophy in the re-engineering of the Mackay Inboard Series.
By listening to our customers and working with some of the best ski and wake boat manufacturers in the country we have
completely revolutionised what the market says is a ‘Simple Inboard Trailer’. The result is a product range that sets itself
apart from the competition.
Introducing the Mackay Gen II series inboard range, without doubt the Ultimate in Inboard Trailer performance,
proudly manufactured right here in Australia.

ULTIMATE
IN INBOARD TRAILER
PERFORMANCE

PROUDLY
MANUFACTURED
IN AUSTRALIA

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

SMARTER

XL PIVOTING SKIDS

Trailer skids are the critical contact point with your hull.
They must protect the surface of the hull, provide structural
support to prevent distortion and damage, and guide the hull
onto the trailer when retrieving.
The Gen II features oversize horizontally mounted skids that increase the contact area by up to 50% over competitors and
spread the hull weight more effectively. Gen II also features our unique Pivoting Head Adjustable Mounting System so we
can follow the contours of your hull perfectly, creating effortless launch and retrieve at the ramp.
We also fully encase the skid in HD Marine carpet and pin it in place, unlike basic trailers that glue a partial covering over
the skid that quickly wears.

GROUND CLEARANCE

Inboard trailers must balance keeping the hull low for launch
and retrieving, and maximising ride height to prevent the
massive 'Road Strike' damage that occurs when the trailer
hits the ground, ramp or driveway.
The Gen II cradles the boat lower in the frame than competitors thanks to some smart design engineering, while increasing
the trailer ride height to give better clearance and prevent 'Road Strike'. Simply look at the rear of a Gen II vs any inboard
trailer on the market and you immediately see the difference.

STEEL MESH PROP GUARD
To get to the best ski and wake destinations you have to travel, and often on second rate or
even gravel roads to get to the water.
Prop and shaft damage when trailering is all too common. To combat this the Gen II series
incorporates an all-new steel mesh prop guard that stops damage from debris, stones,
gravel and even grounding the trailer out on rough bush tracks up the river.
It's another feature that sets us apart from the rest.
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PERFORMANCE COATING SYSTEM
the tougher, smarter and stronger way to coat your trailer
Mackay Trailers utilises one of the most advanced, rugged, and corrosion-resistant
processes available to colour-coat your trailer. Performance Coating System
(P.C.S.) is a unique process that is perfect for life under the Australian sun.
The 5 stage plastic polymer coating process is vastly superior not only to painted
trailers, but out-performs standard galvanised trailers as well.
Engineered to withstand years of harsh treatment you will not find a better
performing coating system for trailers in the market. The tough, thick, polymer
coating is baked on for maximum adhesion and with a fully galvanised frame
underneath you are guaranteed to get maximum corrosion resistance.
Used on everything from steel bridges to lighthouses, P.C.S. is designed to outlast
all other options. Check out the Mackay website to find out more on P.C.S.
P.C.S. is simply a smarter, stronger and tougher solution... So don’t just
settle for an inferior paint job.

AT A
GLANCE

20,000 HOURS
plus in salt spray
testing

5 YEARS
UV stabilisation
testing

Available in Midnight Black or Arctic White.

5 TIMES
more abrasion
resistant than paint

100%

chemically
resistant

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

BETTER

FULLY SEAM WELDED FLUSH MOUNT SIDE STEPS
The Gen II features massive flush finished side steps that provide a huge working area when at
the ramp.
Fully seam welded they form part of the structure of the frame and provide the perfect platform.
Ideal for fitting marine non-skid panels, decorative checker plate, or simply leave them as is.
You will love the additional area every single time you launch and retrieve, load gear at the ramp
or climb in and out at home.

STEEL GUARD INFILLS WITH EMBOSSED CARPET PADS
All Gen II trailers feature as standard welded steel mudguard guard infills and a steel infill
panel behind the guards to prevent stone strike or more serious damage to your hull should a
tyre failure occur.
Fitted to this are our signature embossed carpet pads to prevent accidental damage and
enhance the street appeal of your trailer at the ramp.

WINCH POST SYSTEM
Our winch post system incorporates a host of features in a slim,
compact design that looks great and delivers a heavy-duty
base to secure your boat.
The base assembly is fully adjustable and custom machined to
suit a range of swing jockey wheels.
It's fitted with a high-grade poly roller system to prevent
damage to your hull when under tow.
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THE GEN ii RANGE
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OPTIONS
CHECK OUT
OUR RANGE OF
ACCESSORIES
AND OPTIONS
DESIGNED TO
TAKE YOUR
GEN II TO THE
NEXT LEVEL

FULL ROLLER
OUTBOARD OPTION
Maximise launch and retrieve
at all boat ramps, regardless
of water depth and conditions.
Drive on, drive off… Simple.

PRIMAL ALLOY WHEELS
Maximum street appeal,
multiple colour code inserts
available, heavy duty rated.

ELECTRIC BRAKING
Upgrade your tow rating to
2600KG for maximum gear
stowage on the road.

PERFORMANCE COATING
SYSTEM (P.C.S.)
Available in shadow black or
arctic white, over your
galvanised frame.

SWING DRAWBAR
Reduce your storage
footprint on-site with a certified
modification ex factory.

INFILL PANELS
Either heavy duty steel
mesh or marine carpeted
panels in half or 3/4 trailer.

GUARD GRIP
Aluminium checkerplate or
rubber marine matting for
non-skid action.

ENGINEERED TO PERFORM
Take a closer look anywhere and you will notice subtle differences in what we do.
Maybe it’s the additional bracing on every cross member, the tapered drawbar, sheathed wiring looms, the
heavy-duty tie-down points, the dual bow rollers, the standard galvanising or maybe it’s our state-of-the-art
Performance Coating System.
The Gen II series of inboard trailers simply sets us apart from the competition.
Looking shiny in a showroom is the easy part. Engineered to perform - that takes a lot more work.

Melbourne - Sydney - Brisbane - Perth - Adelaide
03 9580 2455

www.mackaytrailers.com

Disclaimer: Images show options included, specifications may change without notice. April 2022.

